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Abstract--- A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consist of
sensing area, base station, internet and user which can measure
and predict temperature, sound, wave, vibration, pressure etc. As
the transmission of data is involved in WSN and Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is used for sending
the data to the base station. The security of transmitting the data
is crucial as the data contain precious information. The attacker
can attack any layer of TCP/IP protocol. The network layer may
prone to selective packet dropping attack, Sybil attack, Wormhole
attack, Black-hole attack and Denial of Service (DOS) attack.
These kinds of attacks can be overcome by using key
management process. The communications between the nodes
are only possible through these keys. The security of data
transmission can be increased by using key environment in
wireless sensor network. The number of detection techniques
based on Key management process is discussed in this paper.
These techniques are Public Key Encryption (PKE), Rivest
Shamir Adelmen (RSA), ELGAMAL and Chinese Reminder
Theorem (CRT) based RSA. In this paper, detailed study for these
techniques on the basis of storage space required, energy
consumption and time consumption for key exchange parameters
has been discussed
Index Terms—Attacker node, Sensor node, Wireless sensor
network.

I.

attack wireless sensors in many ways. Depending upon the
code create by the attacker the attacks can be classified into
many types. A widely used transmission protocol that is
Transmission control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) be capable to transmit or receive the
data within the network. An Attacker can attack any layer of
TCP/IP protocol and retrieve the important data from sensor
node. Table 1 shows the layer wise possible attacks and their
impacts.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advancement in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) create a challenge for researchers to design a low
cost, low power and secure sensor nodes [1]. A small sensor
consists of sensing, data processing unit and transmission
element to sense, process and transmit the data. A sensor has
inbuilt processer which is capable to process the data and
send only the required data to another sensor node. The data
processing capability of sensor creates its application in
health, military and other sensitive area of battlefield. To use
wireless sensor network in different application the different
routing and data aggregation protocols were developed
[2][3][4]. The critical issue which focus the mind of
researcher is security of sensed data. As a sensor node has a
trans-receiver which is capable to transmit and received the
wireless data. An attacker can easily generate a code to
retrieve all the information from the sensor. A wireless
sensor network consists of many sensor nodes for sensing
various types of data within the network. These sensors may
be connected in cluster or any other depending upon the
application. A network which is prone the security threat
from the attacker node need more security [5][6][7]. A
security is more challenged when the network used in
military or any defence application where zero tolerance
required for securing of important data. An attacker can

Table 1. Layer wise possible attacks and their impacts
Layers
Application
Layer

Attacks
SQL injection
Attack

Transport
Layer

Port
Attack

Scan

Network
Layer

Selective
packet
dropping
attack, Denial
of
Service
attack
Wormhole
attack,
Blackhole
attack

Data-Link
Layer

Media Access
Control
(MAC)
Address
spoofing

Physical
Layer

Someone
knows how to
bodily depart
whole set-up
card otherwise
disconnect the
internet wire.

Impact
The security vulnerability
within the database layer of
an application layer is
exploited using the SQL
injection attack[8].
In order to explore the
vulnerabilities
of
the
system, the attacker finds
the ports that are available
using the port scan [9].
A designing of a 3-way
handshake which initiates a
TCP connection holds the
basis of SYN flooding
attack. The ability of an
initiator in the direction of
get delivery of packet next
to the IP address which was
worn by it like spring within
early request is verified by
the third packet using this
handshake [10].
A known MAC address a
part of another host is
utilized for making mark
toggle onward frame which
are intended in support of
distant swarm towards set
of connections assailant
through the MAC spoofing
attacks [11].
Don't let people touch your
computer[12].
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Out of all layers a network layer prone various types of
attacks that is Selective packet dropping attack, Denial of
Service attack, Wormhole attack and Blackhole attack.
Selective forwarding attack is an interior type attacks. In this
attack a malicious node (attacker node) is created
[13][14][15]. This node sends few messages and drops
others. Attacker tries to be following the actual path of data
flow between the sensor nodes. In this attack malevolent
vertex exists similar to usual vertex within the majority
occasion other than particularly plummet receptive packet,
that exposure a faction to opposite forces. Selective
forwarding attack is tough toward discern, since packet
drops inside sensor networks may be caused by
unpredictable wireless communications or node failure. Fig
1 shows the selective packet dropping attack. The red nodes
are the affected node which can attack by the attacker node.
An attacker node enters into routing protocol and retrieves
all important data from the sensors. In this attack the
attacker drop the packets by routing these packets towards
attacker node. The black nodes are the attacker/Malicious
nodes in fig 1.The white circles are not affected sensor
nodes. The green circle is the base station where all
important data can be transferred from sensor nodes within
the network. The base station is also prone to this attack.
The base station has more backup than a normal sensor
node. A heavy routing and data aggregation protocol can
implement to increase the security base station. Security
never wants free. Whenever more security highlights are
brought into the system, in parallel with the improved
security quality is the consistently expanding calculation,
correspondence, and administration overhead. Subsequently,
organize execution, as far as adaptability, benefit
accessibility, strength, thus one of the security
arrangements, turns into an essential worry in an asset
obliged impromptu arrange. While numerous contemporary
recommendations centre on the security life of their answers
from the cryptographic point of view, they clear out the
system execution angle generally unaddressed. Actually, the
two measurements of security quality and system execution
are similarly critical, and accomplishing a decent exchange
off between two extremes is one basic test in security plan
for WSN. The security in remote sensor systems (WSN) is a
basic issue because of the natural constraints of
computational limit, stockpiling limit and power utilization.
Bundles are dropped or disposed of totally, or specifically
sent by an unknown gathering. Additionally the system is
overwhelmed with worldwide suspicious communicates.
These sorts of assaults might be maintained a strategic
distance from when utilizing multi way and confirmed
communicates, which must be encouraged by the
fundamental key administration engineering. Key
administration just ensures the conveying hubs have the
essential keys, in the meantime giving the secrecy,
uprightness and credibility of the imparted information.
remote sensor systems (WSNs) are progressively utilized as
a part of numerous applications like propensity observing,
social insurance, military or security territories Since sensor
hubs frequently dwell in unattended or antagonistic
condition, especially with military applications, an enemy
could without much of a stretch access the remote channel
and block the transmitted data, or appropriate false data in
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WSN. Under such conditions, confirmation and privacy
ought to be experienced to guarantee honesty of sensor hub
and legitimate usefulness of the system.

Fig. 1 Selective packet dropping attack
II. DETECTION TECHNIQUES
In this section, few detection schemes for selective packet
dropping attack are discussed. These techniques are Public
Key Encryption (PKE), Rivest Shamir Adelmen (RSA),
ELGAMAL and Chinese Reminder Theorem (CRT) based
RSA. The performance of above techniques can be
calculated on the basis of Storage space required, Energy
consumption and Time consumption for key exchange. The
detail study for these techniques on the basis of above said
parameters. Based on previous work the detection schemes
are classified as
 Public Key Encryption (PKE) [9].
 Rivest Shamir Adelmen (RSA) [10].
 ELGAMAL Detection [11].
 Chinese Reminder Theorem (CRT) based RSA [12].
2.1 A Public Key Encryption (PKE)
It is symmetric cryptography technique used in military
and domestic applications. In this method the message is
transmitted with key management method. An encrypted
key can only be decrypted if both are matched. The
information security can be increased as only a authentic
data can be transmitted within the wireless sensor network.
As a secure algorithm is used to generate an encrypted key,
the attacker cannot retrieve the important data from the
sensor node. An example is taken to understand how the
data get secured using this method. Suppose in wireless
sensor network there are two sensor and base station A, B
and C. The A sensor can send a data to B sensor and B
sensor can send the data to the base station C. The data from
the A sensor can be transmitted to B sensor through
encrypted key algorithm. The B sensor can only receive the
data if they have decrypted key algorithm. Similarly the B
sensor can send to the base station through similar process.
The security of data of data can be increased with this
manner. The main advantage of this technique is that storage
space requirement is less. The energy consumed by the
sensor node to process this type of algorithm is less [16].
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2.2 Rivest Shamir Adelmen (RSA)
This technique was invented by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir
and Len Adleman. The reason for this technique named as
Rivest Shamir Adelmen (RSA). This method based on
public and private key generation. The security of this
method depends upon the RSA cryptosystem which is
public key cryptosystem. In this method the data from the
sender node can be converted into ciphertext and it can only
be retrieved by the receiver node if they have the private key
ciphertext. The main problem by which attacker cannot able
to attack the sensor node that is to generate a private key is
equivalent to factoring the modules key n. An attacker
cannot detect the information until they modules key n. The
main strength of this technique is that storage space
requirement for public as well as private key would be less.
Due to this energy consumed by the sensor node to process
this type of algorithm is less and also the time consumption
to exchange the public/private key would be less which
affect the overall performance of the wireless sensor
network [17].
2.3 ELGAMAL Detection
It was described by Taher Elagmal in 1985.This technique
based on public key cryptography method. This is an
asymmetric key encryption scheme in which the message
can only be decoded using public/Private key. The receiver
can only decode the data if the private key matched with
public key. The encrypted message can only be decrypted
with receiver private key. This type of method finds their
application in information security. This detection scheme
consists of three components that is Key generator, the
encryption algorithm and decryption algorithm. The key
generator generates the public/private key. The public key is
kept with sender and private key kept with receiver. The use
of public key can only be possible with encryption algorithm
whereas the use of private key possible with decryption
algorithm. The main drawback of this technique is that
storage space requirement for public as well as private key
would be high. Due to energy consumed by the sensor node
to process this type of algorithm is more and also the time
consumption to exchange the public/private key would be
high which affect the overall performance of the wireless
sensor network [18].
2.4 Chinese Reminder Theorem (CRT) based RSA.
RSA is more effective in Chinese Remainder Theorem
mode than in direct mode. As it handles information with a
large portion of the RSA modulus estimate, RSA with CRT
is hypothetically around four times quicker and is in this
way more qualified to remote sensor systems. In this view
we proposed another effective key administration conspire
RSA-CRT calculation to help both multi way and hub
particular key pre-appropriation for verification of message
communicate in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). This
strategy takes the benefits of the self implementing plan i.e.
open key calculation and key pre circulation conspire and
are joined together to accomplish productive key
administration plot which will diminish the vitality
utilization and correspondence overheads even with
constrained assets. The main strength of this technique is
that storage space requirement for public as well as private
key would be less. Due to this energy consumed by the
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sensor node to process this type of algorithm is less and also
the time consumption to exchange the public/private key
would be less which affect the overall performance of the
wireless sensor network The table 2 shows the comparison
of all four techniques with respect to Storage space required,
Energy consumption and Time consumption for key
exchange [19].
Table 2. Comparison of detection schemes for selective
packet dropping attack results
Sr.No
1.

2.

3.

Parameter
Storage
space
required
(in MB)
Energy
consumption
(in mW)
Time
consumption
for key
exchange

ELGAMAL[9]
No. of
0.30
nodes
=20

RSA[10]
No of
0.20
nodes=20

No. of
1120
nodes
=200
Key size 3
(in
bits)=160

No of
273.8
nodes
=200
Key size 3
(in
bits)=160

Sr.No Parameter

PKE[11]

1.

No. of
0.10
nodes
=20
No. of
527.74
nodes
=200
Key size 4
(in
bits)=160

2.

3.

Storage space
required (in
MB)
Energy
consumption
(in mW)
Time
consumption
for key
exchange

CRT
based
RSA[12]
No. of
0.15
nodes =20
No. of
nodes
=200
Key size
(in
bits)=160

126.3
2
3

III. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
Security is a crirtical issue in wireless sensor network.
The wireless sensor network prone to various types of
attacks.Out of all these attacks the selective packet dropping
is one of the major threat to wireless sensor network. To
Overcome this attack a key managment enviorment can be
used in the network. Based on this enviorment, four
detetcion techniques are discussed in this paper. These
technqiues are Public Key Encryption (PKE), Rivest Shamir
Adelmen (RSA), ELGAMAL and Chinese Reminder
Theorem (CRT) based RSA. The performance of above
techniques can be calculated on the basis of storage space
required, energy consumption and time consumption for key
exchange. The Public Key Encryption requires minimum
storage size. The CRT based RSA requires minimum
Energy consumption and time consumption for key
exchange. The Public Key Encryption and CRT based RSA
can be used as hybrid approach to increase the overall
network performance in terms of Storage space required,
Energy consumption and Time consumption for key
exchange.
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